
 Why Real Estate 

Investors   Indy

Nine things that every real estate investor needs 
to know about the Indy market
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#1

We have some pretty simple Indiana property tax breakdowns 
1%, 2%, and 3%, I’ve covered all of that in another video so just 
be sure to get that full breakdown there after this class.

#2

Indianapolis also has a great deal of legislation that is designed 
specifically for real estate investors. The landlord friendly 
Indiana laws include no rent rate caps, no mandatory utilities to 
be paid by owners, stricter evictions and so on.

#3

Also, Indianapolis has reasonable historic data for future 
appreciation projections.  Generally the Indiana real estate market is 
a flat market, a non-reactive market as it is called, so we don’t see 
the same appreciation rates as some other markets.  This means 
that usually an investor in the Indy market can pretty easily predict 
their appreciation and cash flow situation for the coming years.
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Indianapolis also has purchase price points that allow for investor 
friendly margins.  Indiana rental property prices allow for investors 
to buy good, positive cash flow rentals for under $150,000 on 
average.  High cash flow multi-family properties can be bought 
affordably as well, Indy duplex properties can be purchased under 
$250k.
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The Indy economy also supports good growth prospects.  
Indiana’s economy is very well balanced both from a 
government standpoint in a State surplus of funds and 
numerous private & private economic developments.
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06 #6
In Indianapolis we also don’t have unions to deal with, for the 
most part at least.  If you're in the Indy Metro area and you drive 
three hours to the NW you'll be in the Chicago union zones.
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#7
The cost of living in Indy has allowed us to be not only favorable for 
investors seeking large end user buying pools, but it’s one of the 
reasons so many national, multinational and international 
headquarters are within Indy borders. Making a little over $272K in 
San Francisco is the same as making $100K in Indy - so about ⅓ of 
the cost from West Coast living to the heart of the Midwest here in 
Indy.
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Many businesses are headquartered here in Indy.  This is part of 
the last point, since Indianapolis is within a half-day's drive of 
almost one third of the US population we are called "The 
Crossroads of America" and many businesses and large 
organizations come here.  This means access to many great 
renters and when we do our "Executive Tenant Model" we have 
short term leases signed with companies at high premiums.

Several big universities makes it easier to rent to high qualify 
college students.  We've made a few other classes about 
renting to college students and renting to foreign exchange 
students so you can check those out too.  We have more than 
five universities here in Indy to pull from for student renters. 
While this sounds a ‘buyer beware’ in terms of renter pool, it’s 
worth taking note that many of our student renters are in 
residency with University Hospital Indianapolis and Butler 
University (a private $chool) and these are not your typical frat 
party student renters.
We have plenty of ‘regular’ renters as well, just a quick note to 
not overlook our student renter population.
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